Publisher: Blackwell Publishing Ltd Abstract: The evolution of duplicated genes after polyploidization has been the subject of many evolutionary biology studies. Potato (Solanum tuberosum) and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) are the first two sequenced genomes of asterids, and share a common polyploidization event. However, the epigenetic role of DNA methylation on the evolution of duplicated genes derived from polyploidization is not fully understood. Here, we explore the role of the DNA methylation in the evolution of duplicated genes in potato and tomato. The overall levels of DNA methylation are different, although patterns of DNA methylation are similar in potato and tomato. Different types of duplicated genes can display different methylation patterns in potato and tomato. In addition, we found that differences in the methylation levels between duplicated genes were associated with gene expression divergence. In particular, for the majority of duplicated gene pairs, one copy is always hyper-or hypo-methylated compared with the other copy across different tomato fruit ripening stages, and these genes are enriched for specific function related to transcription factor (TF) activity. Furthermore, transcription of hundreds of duplicated TFs was shown to be regulated by DNA methylation during fruit ripening stages in tomato, some of which are well-known fruit ripening TFs. Taken together, our results support the notion that DNA methylation may facilitate divergent evolution of duplicated genes and play roles in important biological processes such as tomato fruit ripening. The traditional plough share-type cultivator shows characteristics that the soil particle size is larger after broken, the working parts can easily wrapped and has lower soil-broken rate during operation in heavy soil. And ridge distance of cultivator is not applicable for potato. The key component of driving-type potato cultivator was designed, and the structural parameters that affected the effect of soil-broken were concluded. The structure and working principle of the cultivator were illustrated, and the rotating monomer that made of soil-broken knife was theoretically analyzed. The factors that affected soil-broken rate were got. Regarding the folding corner and blade length of the soilbroken knife, knife-cylinder, forward speed and tillage depth as the experimental factors, regarding soil-broken rate as the experiment indicators. The test was taken in the College of Engineering, Northeast Agricultural University at the beginning of November, 2016, which was carried out in the room. The power was provided by generator and the tillage depth can be adjusted by actuating device. Experimental results showed that the machine had the soil-broken rate of 93.8%, when the knife-cylinder was 275 r/min, the speed was 0.75 m/s, blade folding corner was 150°, the length of the blade was 0.07 m, and tillage depth was 0.18 m. The optimal structural parameters of soil-broken knife were determined by experiment. And the experiment also verified the accuracy of theoretical formula. It was well conformed to the agronomic requirements of cultivator. The structure of soil-broken knife assembled on driving-type cultivator can enhance the cutting force to achieve better soil crushing effect. The machine basically solved the serious problems such as the lower efficiency of soil broken. It was more suitable for the tillage operation of potato when compared with the traditional cultivator. The study provided important theoretical and technical reference for the improvement and optimization of the driving-type potato cultivator. Terahertz time domain spectra for 40 flour samples with different contents of benzoyl peroxide were measured, and frequency domain spectra, refractive spectra and absorption spectra were obtained in the range of 0.2-2.0 THz. The time domain spectra indicated that the terahertz wave amplitude value of the flour samples with benzoyl peroxide was reduced as compared to reference signal, and the frequency domain signal was delayed to different degrees. The frequency domain spectra indicated larger amplitude and lower intensity of terahertz wave absorption for flour samples with higher content of benzoyl peroxide, demonstrating that benzoyl peroxide could reduce terahertz wave absorption in flour. The refractive spectra indicated that refractive index decreased gradually with the increase in frequency, but it increased with increasing content of benzoyl peroxide in flour. The absorption spectra indicated that benzoyl peroxide in flour samples had a significant characteristic absorption peak at 1.6 THz. Therefore, terahertz spectrum can be used for the identification of benzoyl peroxide in flour. Partial least squares (PLS), support vector regression (SVR) and least squares support vector regression (LS-SVR) were used separately to establish a calibration model by using the absorption spectral data of 40 flour samples as input variables. The determination coefficients (R2) of both the PLS and SVR models were lower than 0.9, with relative standard deviations (RSD) greater than 10%, while the R2of the LS-SVR model was 0.986, with RSD of 4.30%, indicating that terahertz spectroscopy can be used to detect the content of benzoyl peroxide in flour. The key of utilization of the ration feeding technique in ruminant-breeding industry is the research and application of ration mixers. In view of the practical application and popularization of the ration feeding technique in recent years in China, and in order to promote the development of animal husbandry, combining with the current situation of few self-dependent innovation of ration mixers in China, a combined-type ration mixer of drum and blade was designed. To explore the mixing performance and obtain the optimum parameters of the combined-type ration mixer of drum and blade, the method of quadratic regression orthogonal rotational combination design was adopted to conduct the experiment by the self-developed combined-type ration mixing experimental device of drum and blade. The experimental diet was composed of cornmeal, soybean meal, salt, corn silage and hay. Mixing time, filling rate, rotational speed of drum and gyrating radius of blade were chosen as experimental factors, and mixing uniformity and net power consumption were determined as evaluation indexes. The regression mathematical models between the experimental factor and the evaluation index were established and analyzed by Design-Expert software, then the optimization result was verified by experiment. The results showed that the descending order of effects of various factors on mixing uniformity was filling rate, rotational speed of drum, mixing time and gyrating radius of blade; the descending order of effects of various factors on net power consumption was mixing time, rotational speed of drum, filling rate and gyrating radius of blade; and the mixing uniformity was 92.98% and net power consumption was 32.618 kJ under the condition that mixing time was 3.5 min, filling rate was 66%, rotational speed of drum was 29 r/min and gyrating radius of blade was 236 mm. The research results could provide reference for the research and development, optimization design and parameter selection of ration mixers. 
